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Neutrino Physics
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¤ Mixing angles and mass squared differences are now 
measured precisely

¤ Unknown properties
l Absolute masses of neutrinos (𝑚"	$%&'()*( ?  Mass ordering ?)
l CP violations (Dirac phase ?   Majorana phase(s) ?)
l Dirac or Majorana fermions

sin. 𝜃0. = 0.30867.70.87.709

sin. 𝜃.9 = 0.44067.70;87.7.9

sin. 𝜃09 = 0.0216367.777?@87.777?@

Δ𝑚.0
. = 7.4967.0?87.0; ×106E	eV.

Δ𝑚90
. = 2.52667.79?87.7.; ×1069	eV.

Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni and Schwetz 
(𝜈-fit,  August ʼ16)

(NH case)

⟹ important to understand the origins of
dark matter,  baryon asymmetry,  …

Neutrino is a clue for physics beyond SM
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n Why are such particles interesting?

¤ Seesaw mechanism for neutrino masses

¤ Oscillation mechanism for baryon asymmetry of the universe

¤ Direct tests by (near) future experiments

GeV-scale right-handed (RH) neutrinos 𝝂𝑹
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Seesaw mechanism by 
right-handed neutrinos
with GeV masses
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RH Neutrinos 𝝂𝑹 and Seesaw Mechanism

n Seesaw mechanism (𝑀N = 𝐹 Φ ≪ 𝑀R)

¤ Light active neutrinos 𝝂

→ explain neutrino oscillations

¤ Heavy neutrinos  𝑵
l Mass 𝑀R
l Mixing Θ = 𝑀N/𝑀R
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𝜈V = 𝑈	𝜈 + Θ	𝑁Z

(𝑁 ≃ 	𝜈]) Neutrino mixing

Minkowski ʼ77, Yanagida ʼ79
Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky ʻ79
Glashow ʼ79, 
Mohapatra, Senjanovic ʻ79
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𝑀" = −	
𝑀N
`

𝑀R
×𝑀N ⟸ tiny neutrino masses !

𝛿ℒ = 𝑖𝜈]𝛾f𝜕f𝜈] − 𝐹	𝐿i𝜈]Φ +
𝑀R
2 𝜈]𝜈]Z + ℎ. 𝑐.
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Yukawa coupling and mass of heavy neutrino

𝐹 =
𝑚"𝑀l

�

Φ
𝑚" = 5×10600 GeV

Seesaw
does 
not 
work !
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𝑚" =
𝑀N

𝑀R
×𝑀N=

𝐹. Φ .

𝑀l
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Yukawa coupling and mass of heavy neutrino

𝐹 =
𝑚"𝑀l

�

Φ
𝑚" = 5×10600 GeV

Seesaw
does 
not 
work ! Leptogenesis

(Fukugita, Yanagida ʻ86)
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Explain baryon asymmetry of the universe too!
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Yukawa coupling and mass of heavy neutrino

𝐹 =
𝑚"𝑀l

�

Φ
𝑚" = 5×10600 GeV

Seesaw
does 
not 
work ! Leptogenesis

(Fukugita, Yanagida ʻ86)

Baryogenesis via neutrino oscillation
(Akhmedov, Rubakov, Smirnov ʼ98,

TA, Shaposhnikov ʼ05)
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Explain baryon asymmetry of the universe too!
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Mixing and mass of heavy neutrino

Θ . =
𝑀N
.

𝑀l
. =

𝑚"

𝑀l 𝑚" = 5×10600 GeV

Leptogenesis

Baryogenesis via neutrino oscillation

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Important parameters of heavy neutrino
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n Interactions of heavy neutrino

n Key parameters

gauge interaction through mixing

𝑁n

Φ

𝐿o𝐹on

𝑁n

𝑊, 𝑍

ℓo, 𝜈o𝑔	Θon

à relevant for GeV-scale mass

∵ 𝑔Θon = 𝑔
𝐹on Φ
𝑀l

~
𝑚w

𝑀l
𝐹on

Yukawa interaction

also Yukawa couplings 𝐹on (for high temperatures where Φ = 0)

mass 𝑀n and mixing Θon



Viable region for GeV-scale RH neutrinos
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Normal Hierarchy

too small neutrino mass

Upper bounds from searches

Lower bound from seesaw

■ Upper bounds on Θf
.

Deppisch, Dev, Pilaftsis ʻ15
[arXiv:1502.06541]

references therein 

from a recent analysis

Θ . =x Θon . ≥
∑𝑚{
�
�

𝑀l

�

o,n

excluded by searches

11

for the case with quasi-degenerate, 
two right-handed neutrinos



Baryogenesis by 
right-handed neutrinos 
with GeV masses
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Baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU)

[Strumia 06]

Planck 2015
[arXiv:1502.01589]

𝑛}: baryon number density
𝑠 :  entropy density

Baryon Number 𝑩 = (# of baryons) − (# of antibaryons) 

𝒏𝑩
𝒔 = (𝟖. 𝟔𝟕𝟔 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟒)×𝟏𝟎6𝟏𝟏

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Conditions for baryogenesis

n Sakharov (1967)
¤ Three conditions must be satisfied for dynamical generation 

of baryon asymmetry in evolution of the universe

(1) Baryon number B is violated

(2) C and CP symmetries are violated

(3) Out of thermal equilibrium

“According to our hypothesis, the occurrence of C asymmetry
is the consequence of violation of CP invariance in the
nonstationary expansion of the hot Universe during the
superdense stage, as manifest in the difference between the
partial probabilities of the charge-conjugate reactions.”

A.D. Sakharov, JETP Lett 5, 24 (1967)

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Baryogenesis conditions

(1) B and L violations
¤ (B+L) violation due to sphaleron for 𝑇 > 100 GeV
¤ L violation due to Majorana masses is negligible

(2) C and CP violations
¤ 1 CP phase in quark sector
¤ 6 CP phases in lepton sector for three RH neutrinos

(3) Out of equilibrium
¤ No 1st order EW phase transition as in the SM
¤ RH neutrinos can be out of equilibrium,

if Yukawa couplings are small enough

Can GeV-scale RH neutrinos satisfy 
baryogenesis conditions?

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Baryogenesis via neutrino oscillation

n Oscillation of RH neutrinos can be a source of BAU

¤ Oscillation starts at 𝑻𝒐𝒔𝒄 ≃ 𝑴𝟎	𝑴𝑵	𝜟𝑴 𝟏/𝟑

¤ Asymmetries are generated since evolution rates of 𝐿o and 
𝐿o are different due to CPV

Akhmedov, Rubakov, Smirnov (ʼ98) / TA, Shaposhnikov (ʻ05)

N NL

Medium effects
𝑁.

𝑁9
𝑉l =

𝑇.

8	𝑘 𝐹
�𝐹

𝐿o

𝐿o 𝐹o.∗
𝐿o

𝐹o9

𝐿o𝑁. 𝑁9

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Evolution of each flavor asymmetry

LH leptons 𝐿o RH neutrinos 𝜈]

𝑇��Z = 2.2 TeV

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Evolution of total asymmetries

[Kuzmin, Rubakov, Shaposhnikov]

Sphaleron converts DL partially 
into baryon asymmetry

28 0
79 totB L= - D ¹

42.5 10 ( )B
tot W

n L T
s

-= - ´ D

𝒏𝑩
𝒔 = (𝟖. 𝟔𝟕𝟔 ± 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟒)×𝟏𝟎6𝟏𝟏

[Planck 2015]

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Upper bound on mixing from BAU

2017/03/05Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.)

n Large mixing region
¤ good for search of heavy neutrinos
¤ bad for strong washout of BAU 

10-12

10-11

10-10

10-9

10-8

10-7

10-10 10-9 10-8 10-7

Y B
 

|Θ|2

Θon =
[𝑀N]on
𝑀n

=
𝐹on Φ
𝑀n

■ Large mixing means …

→ large Yukawa couplings

𝐿o
F

𝑡] 𝑄V

𝜈]

→ thermalization of 𝜈]
→ strong washout of BAU

𝐹on

TA, Eijima, Ishida, Minogawa, Yoshii ʼ17 [to appear]
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Baryogenesis region
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Normal Hierarchy
Upper bound from BAU

TA, Eijima, Ishida, Minogawa, 
Yoshii ʼ17 [to appear]

■ From a recent analysis

see also

Drewes, Garbrecht, Gueter, 
Klaric ʼ16  [arXiv:1609.09069]

20

to avoid strong washout

Canetti, Shaposhnikov ʼ10
[arXiv:1006.0133]



Direct tests for
right-handed neutrinos
with GeV-scale masses

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Sensitivity by future searches
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Normal Hierarchy

Sensitivity for Θf
.

Adams et al ʻ13 [arXiv:1307.7335]

■ LBNE (DUNE)

■ SHiP

■ FCC-ee at Z-pole

FCC-ee
SHiP

LBNE Anelli et al ʻ13 [arXiv:1504.04956]

Blondel, Graverini, Serra, 
Shaposhnikov
(FCC-ee study team) ʻ14
[arXiv:1411.5230]

displaced vertex of 𝑁 decay

𝑁 decay inside near detector

beam dump exp.

22



LNV by heavy Majorana neutrino

2017/03/05Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.)

n Majorana mass term

n Various LNV processes ! 
¤ Neutrinoless double beta decay 𝑍, 𝐴 → 𝑍 + 2, 𝐴 + 2𝑒6

¤ Inverse neutrinoless double beta decay 𝑒6	𝑒6 → 𝑊6	𝑊6

¤ LNV rare decays (𝑊6 → 𝑒6	𝑒6	𝑞	𝑞′¡ , 𝐾6 → 𝑒6	𝑒6	𝜋8, …  )
¤ …

ℒ = −𝐹𝐿VΦ𝜈] −
1
2	𝑀l	𝜈]Z	𝜈] + ℎ. 𝑐.	

Lepton number
𝐿V 𝜈] Φ
+1 +1 0

Majorana mass breaks lepton number by two unit !

Ex.) LNV in B decays 
Ng, Kamal ʼ78 [PRD18,3412],  Abad, Esteve, Pacheco ʼ84 [PRD30,1488]
Dib, Gribanov, Kovalenko, Schmidt [hep-ph/0006277], Ali, Borisov, Zamorin ʼ01 [hep-ph/0104123]
Atre, Barger, Han ʻ05 [hep-ph/0502163]
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LNV in B decay

n 𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

¤ induced by on-shell heavy neutrino 𝑵

¤ Lepton number is violated by two units
clear signal for beyond SM !

B+

W+

µ+

µ+

π−W−
N

𝑚f +𝑚§ < 𝑀l < 𝑚} −𝑚f

Mass region

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05

Cvetic, Dib, Kang, Kim ʻ10  [hep-ph/1005.4282]
Canetti, Drewes, Garbrecht ʻ14 [1404.7114]
Milanes, Quintero, Vera ʻ16 [1604.03177]
Cvetic, Kim ʻ16 [1606.04140]
TA, Ishida ʼ16 [1609.06113]

24



Sensitivity by future searches

2017/03/05Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.)

Normal Hierarchy

Sensitivity for Θf
.

■ Belle II with 𝑁} = 5×1007

■ FCC-ee at Z-pole 𝑁© = 1009

FCC-ee
SHiP

LBNE

TA, Ishida ʼ16 [1609.06113]

Belle II
FCC-ee(B)

𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

𝑁} ≃ 6×1000
𝐵± are produced in 𝑍 decays

25



Summary

n We have considered 
right-handed neutrinos with GeV-scale mass

¤ Tiny neutrino masses by seesaw mechanism

¤ Baryon asymmetry of the universe by oscillation mechanism

¤ Direct tests by future experiments are possible
l Direst search at DUNE, SHiP, FCC-ee, …
l Search for LNV processes to check Majorana property

B+

W+

µ+

µ+

π−W−
N

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Backup

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Limits on heavy neutrinos

2016/10/28Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.)
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n Limits on the mixing Θfn

Deppisch, Dev, Pilaftsis ʻ15
[arXiv:1502.06541]



Sensitivity limits on 𝚯𝝁
𝟐

10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

100 101

|Θ
µ
|2

MN [GeV]

Belle II

FCC-ee (B)

FCC-ee (W)

NuTeV

BEBC

NA3

CHARM
 II

Belle

LHCb

LH
Cb

 (B
c)

TA, Ishida [arXiv:1609.06113]
Sensitivity by using
𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

Belle II with 𝑁} = 5×1007

FCC-ee (B) with 𝑁© = 1009
(𝑍 → 𝑏	𝑏i ⇒ 𝑁} ≃ 6×1000)

Cf. Sensitivity by using

FCC-ee (W) with 𝑁w = 2×10¯
𝑊8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Belle, PRD87, 071106 (ʻ13)
LHCb, PRL112, 131802 (ʻ14)

Milanes et al, PRD93, 094026 (ʻ16)

Sensitivity by using
𝐵Z8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

LHCb for LHC run3 



LNV in B decay: 𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝜇8𝜋6

2017/03/05Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.)

n Number of signal events

𝑁)°)±( = 2	𝑁}	𝐵𝑟(𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝑁)³𝑑𝐸l

�

�

	𝐹 𝐸l 	𝑃(𝐸l)	

𝐹 𝐸l = 0
·(}¸→f¸l)

¹·(}¸→f¸l)
¹º»

• Energy distribution of 𝑁 in 𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝑁 decay

• Probability of signal decay 𝑁 → 𝜇8𝜋6 inside detector 

𝑃 𝐸l = 𝐵𝑟(𝑁 → 𝜇8𝜋6) 1 − exp −
𝐿¾)(
𝐿¾)¿

𝐿¾)( : detector length
𝐿¾)¿ : decay length

• 𝑁} : Number of 𝐵8

Cf. Factor 2 accounts for CC process 𝐵6 → 𝜇6𝜇6𝜋

30



Decay length and probability of signal decay

Probability of signal decay (𝑁 → 𝜇8𝜋6)
inside detector (1.5 m)Decay length of 𝑁 : 𝐿¾)¿ =

𝐸l
𝑀lΓl

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05

Ex: Search at Belle II
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Energy distribution of 𝑁 in 𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝑁 decay

n At Belle II
¤ 𝐵8 moves slowly and 𝐵8 → 𝜇8𝑁 occurs at rest approximately

n At FCC-ee ( 𝑠� = 𝑚©)
¤ We take 𝐸} ≃ 𝑚©/2 approximately

𝐹 𝐸l = 𝛿(𝐸l − 𝐸∗) 𝐸∗ =
𝑚}
. + 𝑀l

. − 𝑚f
.

2	𝑚}

𝐹 𝐸l =
1

𝑝}¸𝛽Ã

search for heavy neutrino at FCC-ee has been discussed in Ref. [49]. The method there cannot clarify

whether heavy neutrino is a Dirac or Majorana particle. Here we shall discuss the sensitivity of the

LNV process (2) aiming to test the Majorana property of heavy neutrino.

The number of B+ in Z decays is estimated as

NB+ = NZ £Br (Z ! bb̄)£ fu , (11)

where NZ is the number of Z produced at FCC-ee, and NZ = 1013 is assumed in the present analysis.

Br (Z ! b )̄ = 0.1512 [37] is the branching ratio of Z ! bb̄ and fu = 0.410 [50] is the fraction of B+ from

b̄ quark in Z decay. It is then found that NB+ = 6.20£10°2 NZ is much larger than that in the case of

Belle II, from which we can expect the much better sensitive at FCC-ee. Although the produced B+’s

have the energy distribution peaked at EB+ ª 40 GeV (see, e.g., Ref. [51]), we shall set

EB+ = mZ

2
, (12)

for simplicity. In this case the distribution of the energy of N in B+ !µ+N is flat as

1
°B+!µ+N

d°B+!µ+N

dEN
= 1

pB+Ø f
, (13)

for the energy range E+
N ∏ EN ∏ E°

N . Here pB+ =
q

E 2
B+ °m2

B and

Ø f =

vuut1°
2(M 2

N +m2
µ)

m2
B±

+
(M 2

N °m2
µ)2

m4
B±

, (14)

E±
N =

4(m2
B± +M 2

N °m2
µ)EB+ ±4pB+m2

B±Ø f

8m2
B±

. (15)

The number of the signal events (2) is then estimated as

Nevent = 2
ZE+

N

E°
N

dEN NB+ Br (B+ !µ+N )
1

pB+Ø1
P (N !µ+º°;EN ,Ldet) . (16)

Now we take Ldet = 2 m for the probability P (N !µ+º°;EN ,Ldet) in Eq. (9).

In Fig. 2 we also show the sensitivity limit on the mixing |£µ|2 from the LNV decay B+ ! µ+µ+º°

at FCC-ee with NZ = 1013. As in the previous case we assumed no background event and estimate

the limit from Nevent = 3.09. We can see that FCC-ee improves greatly the sensitivity compared with

those of Belle II and LHCb for LHC run 3. For heavy Majorana neutrino with MN ' 4 GeV the mixing

|£µ|2 & 10°6 can be probed. Thus, FCC-ee can offer the significant test of the LNV by Majorana

neutrino.

One might think that the LNV signal might be boosted for N produced in Bc mesons, since the

partial rate of Bc ! N +µ receives a milder suppression factor |Vcb |2 = 1.69£10°3 rather than |Vub |2 =
1.71£10°5 [37]. The production of Bc in Z decays, however, is hard and the branching ratio is Br (Z !
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for 𝐸l8 ≥ 𝐸l ≥ 𝐸l6

( )K. Ackerstaff et al.rPhysics Letters B 420 1998 157–168160

Ž .background of 1.10"0.22 events. Upper bounds at the 90% confidence level are set on the production rates for these
processes. q 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

The ground-state pseudoscalar mesons containing
a b quark have all been observed, by experiments at
CESR, DORIS, LEP and the TEVATRON, except

Ž .for the beauty-charm meson B bc . The B mesonc c
can be produced at LEP in hadronic Z0 decays.
Using the non-relativistic potential model for heavy
quark bound states, the mass of the B meson isc

2 w xpredicted to be in the range 6.24 to 6.31 GeVrc 1 .
The production mechanism for the bc bound states
differs from that of the B , B and B mesons, sinced u s
the soft fragmentation process, involving sponta-
neous creation of bb or cc, is severely suppressed.
The predicted dominant production mechanism
shown in Fig. 1 involves the emission and splitting

0 w xto cc of a hard gluon in the process Z ™bb 2 .
Perturbative QCD calculations predict a production
rate of 10y5 to 10y4 B per hadronic Z0 decay, withc
a momentum spectrum that is considerably softer

w x Ž .than that of the lighter B hadrons 3 see Fig. 2 .
The decay of the B meson is governed by the weakc
interaction; strong decay into a lower mass beauty
meson and a charmed hadron is forbidden by energy
conservation. There is a large spread in the predic-
tions for the B lifetime, although it is generallyc
agreed that it is shorter than the lifetime of the light
B mesons. Theoretical calculations predict a signifi-
cant branching ratio into modes involving the Jrc

w xmeson 4 .
In this article we report on a search for B decaysc

in a data sample of 4.2=106 hadronic Z0 decays

Fig. 1. Feynman Diagram for the predicted production process
0Z ™bb™B Xc

Fig. 2. Momentum spectrum of B mesons from the processc
0 Ž .Z ™bb™B X generated using JETSET 7.4 histogram . Over-c

w x Žlaid is the prediction of the theoretical model in Ref. 2 solid
.line . Also shown is the momentum distribution of light B mesons

for the OPAL tune of JETSET 7.4 in which the mean energy of b
Ž .hadrons agrees with the experimental value dashed line .

collected with the OPAL detector at LEP. A previous
w xarticle by the OPAL Collaboration 5 reported on a

study of Jrc meson production in hadronic Z0
decays, and the reconstruction of exclusive decays of
B hadrons into modes containing a Jrc meson. This
analysis included a candidate for the decay 6 Bq™c
Jrcpq. The analysis of the B decays is extended toc
include searches for the decay modes Bq™Jrcaqc 1
and Bq™Jrc llqn, as well as Bq™Jrcpq, wherec c
ll denotes an electron or a muon.

2. The OPAL detector

The OPAL detector is described in detail else-
w xwhere 6 . Here we briefly describe the components

which are relevant to this analysis. The OPAL coor-

6 Throughout this article charge conjugate modes are implied.

Figure 6: Momentum spectrum of Bc mesons from Z decays from Ref. [11].
.
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Comparison: upper bounds from BAU
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Normal Hierarchy
Upper bounds from BAU

[1] TA, Eijima, Ishida, Minogawa, 
Yoshii ʼ17 [to appear]

[2] Drewes, Garbrecht, Gueter, 
Klaric ʼ16  [arXiv:1609.09069]

For 𝑀l =3 GeV
6.6×106? [1]
2.6×106? [2]
4.5×106¯ [3]
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[3] [3] Canetti, Shaposhnikov ʼ10

[arXiv:1006.0133]
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Baryogenesis region

Region accounting for observed BAU 
TA, Eijima ʻ13

NH
IH

IH

NH

Canetti, Shaposhnikov ʻ10

𝑀l > 2.1 MeV (NH) 𝑀l > 0.7 MeV (IH)

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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Constraints on heavy neutrinos

TA, Eijima, Takeda ʻ14

Direct Search

Cosmology

𝑀l > 122 MeV (NH) 𝑀l > 136 MeV (IH)
𝜏l < 1 sec

Takehiko Asaka (Niigata Univ.) 2017/03/05
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